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Abstract

Simple rigorous quantum mechanics with no hand waving nor loopholes clarifies the confusion between three cont
descriptions of the coherence between different neutrino mass eigenstates that can give rise to oscillations: (1) The
textbook description of oscillations in time produced by coherence between states with different masses and different
(2) Stodolsky’s proof that interference between states having different energies cannot be observed in realistic exp
(3) The description of a pion decay at rest into an observed muon and unobserved neutrino as a “missing mass” e
where coherence between different neutrino mass eigenstates is not observable.

The known position in space of all realistic detectors is rigorously shown to provide the quantum-mechanical ig
of the neutrino momentum needed to produce coherence between amplitudes from neutrino states with the same e
different masses. Conditions are precisely formulated for the loss of coherence when mass eigenstate wave packets m
different velocities separate. The example of Bragg scattering shows how quantum-mechanically imposed ignorance
coherence.
 2003 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.
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1. How neutrinos with different masses can be
coherent

1.1. Introduction

The standard textbook description shows that a
herent linear combination of neutrino eigenstates w
the same momentum and different masses have d
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ent energies and oscillate in time. But such time os
lations and coherence between states having diffe
energies are not observed in most realistic experim
[1,2]. Furthermore coherence or interference betw
different neutrino mass eigenstates cannot be obse
in a “missing mass” experiment where the mass o
unobserved neutrino is uniquely determined by ot
measurements and momentum and energy cons
tion.

The resolution of these contradictions is just si
ple quantum mechanics. In any experiment which
detect neutrino oscillations, the position of the det
tor must be known with an error much smaller th
the wave length of the oscillation to be observ
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The quantum-mechanical uncertainty principle the
fore forces coherence between neutrino mass ei
states having the same energy and different mome
Time behavior, time measurements and stationarit
energy [2] are irrelevant for this conclusion. The loc
tion in space already says it all.

This simple physical argument is now spelled o
rigorously with simple quantum mechanics and
hand waving. In all realistic experiments the prod
of the quantum fluctuations in the position of the d
tector and the momentum range over which cohere
is established is a very small parameter. Expanding
exact transition matrix element for the neutrino det
tion in powers of this small parameter and taking
leading term gives the desired result.

1.2. No coherence in a missing mass experiment

When a pion decays at restπ → µν the energies
Eµ, Eν and momenta�pµ, �pν of the neutrino and
muon can all be known. This is just a “missin
mass” experiment. The neutrino massMν is uniquely
determined byM2

ν = (Mπ − Eµ)2 − p2
µ. So how can

there be coherence and interference between stat
different mass? We are guided to the resolution of
paradox by experience in condensed matter phy
discussing which amplitudes are coherent in quan
mechanics [3–6].

The original Lederman–Schwartz–Steinberger
periment found that the neutrinos emitted in aπ–µ

decay produced only muons and no electrons. Exp
ments now show that at least two neutrino mass eig
states are emitted inπ–µ decay and that at least on
of them can produce an electron in a neutrino detec
The experimentally observed absence of electrons
be explained only if the electron amplitudes receiv
at the detector from different neutrino mass eigenst
are coherent and exactly cancel. This implies that
ficient information was not available to determine t
neutrino mass from energy and momentum conse
tion. A missing mass experiment was not performe

1.3. Why quantum-mechanically imposed ignorance
is needed

Destruction of information by simple ignorance
stupidity cannot provide coherence. The experime
setup must forbid via the quantum-mechanical unc
.

f

tainty principle the knowledge of the information ne
essary to determine the neutrino mass. This Letter
alyzes the basic physics and presents a rigorous q
titative analysis of the hand-waving uncertainty pr
ciple argument. The knowledge of the position of a
realistic neutrino detector is shown to be sufficien
provide the uncertainty in momentum needed to c
ate coherence between the amplitudes carried to
detector by components in the neutrino wave func
with the same energy, different masses and diffe
momenta.

The initial state of the detector before the inter
tion with the neutrino is described by a many-bo
wave function that exists only in a finite region
configuration space. The probability is zero for fin
ing any detector nucleon anywhere in space out
of this volume. This exact property of the exact init
state is rigorously shown below to prevent the det
tor from recognizing the difference between two in
dent neutrinos with the same energy and slightly
ferent momenta. It ensures the quantum-mechan
ignorance needed to produce coherence. This phy
can be handwaved and called the uncertainty princ
But it can also be proved rigorously [7].

2. The basic physics of neutrino detection

2.1. The neutrino wave packet

The neutrino wave packet traveling between sou
and detector vanishes outside some finite interva
space at any given time. At any point on its path
also vanishes outside some finite time interval. T
packet therefore contains components with differ
momenta and different energies which are all cohe
with well-defined phases to cancel out at all points
space and time where the probability of finding t
neutrino vanishes.

However, not all the different kinds of coheren
present in the wave packet are observable wit
conventional detector. The detector is sensitive in v
different ways to the different components in the wa
packet [2,7,8].

2.2. The role of the neutrino detector

Neutrino absorption is a weak interaction describ
completely by the transition matrix of the weak i
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teraction operator between the exact initial and fi
states of the lepton and detector, where the exact s
include all strong interactions. This matrix eleme
can be expanded in powers of a small parameter
product of the displacement of the detector nucle
from the center of the detector and a momentum in
val which includes all momenta of incident neutrin
having the same energy.

We shall now show that the leading term in th
expansion gives the lepton flavor output for ea
energy component in the initial neutrino wave functi
as the coherent sum of the contributions from sta
with the same energy and different momenta. Thi
exact subject only to corrections of higher order in
small parameter which are negligible as long as
size of the detector is negligibly small in comparis
with any neutrino oscillation wave length.

Consider the transition matrix element betwe
an initial state|i(E)〉 with energyE of the entire
neutrino—detector system and a final state|f (E)〉 of
the system of a charged muon and the detector
the same energyE, where a neutrinoνk with energy,
mass and momentumEν , mk and �Po + �δPk is detected
via the transition

(2.1)νk + p → µ+ + n,

occurring on a proton in the detector. We expr
the neutrino momentum as the sum of the m
momentum �Po of all the neutrinos with energyEν

and the difference�δPk between the momentum of ea
mass eigenstate and the mean momentum.

The transition matrix element depends upon the
dividual mass eigenstatesk only in the momentum dif-
ference �δPk and a factorck for each mass eigensta
which is a function of neutrino mixing angles descr
ing the transition amplitude for this mass eigenstat
produce a muon when it reaches the detector. The t
sition matrix element can thus be written in a fact
ized form with one factorTo independent of the mas
mk of the neutrino and a factor depending onmk .

(2.2)

〈
f (E)

∣∣T ∣∣i(E)
〉 = ∑

k

〈
f (E)

∣∣To · cke
i �δPk· �X∣∣i(E)

〉
,

where �X denotes the co-ordinate of the nucleon t
absorbs the neutrino. Then if the product�δPk · �X of
the momentum spread in the neutrino wave pac
and the fluctuations in the position of the detec
s
nucleon is small, the exponential can be expanded
approximated by the leading term

〈
f (E)

∣∣T ∣∣i(E)
〉 = ∑

k

〈
f (E)

∣∣To · cke
i �δPk · �X∣∣i(E)

〉

(2.3)≈
∑

k

〈
f (E)

∣∣To · ck

∣∣i(E)
〉
.

The transition matrix element for the probabili
that a muon is observed at the detector is t
proportional to the coherent sum of the amplitudesck

for neutrino components with the same energy
different masses and momenta to produce a m
at the detector. A similar result is obtained for t
probability of observing each other flavor. The fin
result is obtained by summing the contributions o
all the energies in the incident neutrino wave pac
But as long as the flavor output for each energy
essentially unchanged over the energy region in
wave packet, the flavor output is already determi
for each energy, and is independent of any cohere
or incoherence between components with differ
energies.

For the case of two neutrinos with energyE and
mass eigenstatesm1 andm2 the relative phase of th
two neutrino waves at a distancex is:

(2.4)

φE
m(x) = (p1 − p2) · x = (p2

1 − p2
2)

(p1 + p2)
· x = �m2

2p
· x,

where�m2 ≡ m2
2−m2

1, and we have assumed the fr
space relation between the masses,mi energyE and
momenta.

The flavor output of the detector is thus seen to
determined by the interference between componen
the neutrino wave packet with the same energy and
ferent masses and momenta. All the relevant physi
in the initial state of the nucleon in the detector th
detects the neutrino and emits a charged lepton
gether with the relative phases of the component
the incident neutrino wave packet with the same
ergy.

This result (2.3), (2.4) is completely independe
of the neutrino source and in particular completely
dependent of whether the source satisfies Stodols
stationarity condition [2]. No subsequent time me
surements or additional final state interactions that
energies can change this flavor output result.
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The initial uncertainty in the momentum of the d
tector nucleon destroys all memory of the initial ne
trino momentum and of the initial neutrino mass af
the neutrino has been absorbed. The hand-waving
tification of the result (2.3) uses the uncertainty prin
ple and says that if we know where the detector is
do not know its momentum and cannot use mom
tum conservation to determine the mass of the in
dent neutrino. The above rigorous justification sho
full interference between the contributions from diffe
ent neutrino momentum states with the same energ
long as the product of the momentum difference a
the quantum fluctuations in the initial position of t
detector nucleon is negligibly small in the initial d
tector state.

This treatment of the neutrino detector is sufficie
to determine the output of any experiment in which
incident neutrino wave packet is the same well-defi
linear combination of mass eigenstates throughou
whole wave packet.

2.3. At what distance is coherence lost?

The above treatment has not considered the
fects resulting from the different velocities of ne
trino wave packets with different masses. The diff
ence in velocity between components in two wa
packets(δv)m with the same energy and differe
mass is just the difference in velocitiesv = p/E

for states with different momenta and the same
ergy,

(2.5)(δv)m = ∂

∂p
·
(

p

E

)
E

· (δp)m = (δp)m

E
.

The packets will eventually separate and arrive
a remote detector at different separated time interv
The detector then sees two separated probability
plitudes, each giving the probability that the detec
observes a given mass eigenstate. All coherence
tween the different mass eigenstates is then lost.
question then arises when and where this occurs,
at what distance from the source the coherence b
to be lost. Two different approaches to this probl
give the same answer [9].

(1) The centers of the wave packets move apart w
the relative velocity(δv)m given by Eq. (2.5). Thus
the separation(δx)m between the wave packet cente
-

after a timet when the centers are at a mean dista
x from the source is

(δx)m = (δv)m · t = (δv)m · x

v

(2.6)= −�m2

2pE
· xE

p
= −�m2

2p2
· x.

The wave packets will separate when this sep
tion distance is comparable to the length in space
the wave packet. The uncertainty principle sugge
that the length of the wave packet(δx)W and its spread
in momentum space(δp)W satisfy the relation

(2.7)(δx)W · (δp)W ≈ 1/2.

The ratio of the separation over the length is of or
unity when

(2.8)

∣∣∣∣ (δx)m

(δx)W

∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣�m2

p2

∣∣∣∣ · (δp)W · x ≈ 1.

(2) Stodolsky [2] has suggested that one need
refer to the time development of the wave packet,
only to the neutrino energy spectrum. The relat
phaseφm(x) between the two mass eigenstate wa
at a distancex from the source depends upon the n
trino momentumpν as defined by the relation (2.4).

Coherence will be lost in the neighborhood of t
distancex where the variation of the phase over t
momentum range(δp)W within the wave packet is o
order unity. For the case of two neutrinos with ene
E and mass eigenstatesm1 andm2 the condition that
the relative phase variation|δφm(x)| between the two
neutrino waves is of order unity

(2.9)

∣∣δφm(x)
∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∂φm(x)

∂pν

∣∣∣∣δpν · x =
∣∣∣∣�m2

2p2
ν

∣∣∣∣(δp)W · x ≈ 1.

We find that the two approaches give the sa
condition for loss of coherence.

3. How incomplete information provides
coherence

3.1. Bragg scattering

Bragg scattering of photons by a crystal provides
instructive example of coherence arising from inco
plete information on momentum conservation. Coh
ence between the photon scattering amplitudes f
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different atoms in the crystal produces constructive
terference at the Bragg angles and gives peaks in
angular distribution. When a single photon is scatte
from a crystal, momentum is transferred to the atom
the crystal that scattered the photon. If the recoil m
mentum is detected the atom that scattered the ph
is identified and coherence is destroyed. Cohere
arises when quantum mechanics prevents the mea
ment of the initial and final momenta of the individu
atoms.

The initial and final states of the crystal are man
particle quantum states that are eigenstates of
Hamiltonian of the crystal. The dynamics of the crys
and the interaction with the incident photon allo
elastic scattering, in which the photon is scattered b
single atom in the crystal but the quantum state of
crystal is unchanged. This is a purely quantum eff
Transferring momentum classically to an atom in
crystal must change the momentum and the mo
of the particular atom and allow the identification
which atom scattered the photon.

The difference produced by quantum mechanic
simply seen in a toy model in which each atom
bound to its equilibrium position in the crystal by
harmonic oscillator potential. The atom that scatt
the photon is initially in a definite discrete energy lev
in the potential. In contrast to the classical case,
atom cannot absorb the momentum transfer accor
to the energy and momentum kinematics of f
particles. The final state of the atom in the poten
must be one of the allowed energy levels, and ther
a finite probability that the final state is the same
the initial state. In this case of elastic scattering, th
is no information available on which atom scatter
the photon, and the scattered amplitudes from
scattering atoms are coherent.

This example shows how amplitudes arising fro
different processes which would be classically d
tinguishable can be coherent. The quantum mec
ics of bound systems can conceal the informat
which would be classically available from energ
momentum conservation for free particles.

3.2. Pion decay

This same effect conceals the mass of the neut
emitted in pion decay. The initial pion in a beam st
cannot be strictly at rest; it is localized by its elect
-

static interaction with the electric charges in the ma
rial where it was stopped. It is therefore in some k
of energy level of the bound system and described
wave function which is a coherent linear combinat
of different momentum eigenstates. Measuring the
ergy of the muon determines the energy of the emi
neutrino, since the energy of the initial state is de
mined. But the momentum of the neutrino is not d
termined. In a simple toy model where the initial pi
is bound by some external potential, it is described
a wave function which is a coherent wave packe
momentum space.

When the neutrino strikes a detector, the amplitu
produced by different mass eigenstates having
same energy and different momenta can be cohe
They are produced from the different momentu
components in the initial pion wave function whic
are coherent with a definite relative phase. This
explain why no electrons are observed at a sh
distance from the detector.

If the neutrino amplitudes produced in this w
propagate as free particles, these considerations d
mine completely the relative phase between the am
tudes for neutrinos having the same energy but dif
ent masses and different momenta. The phase ch
will produce neutrino oscillations with the same re
tion between mass differences and phase differe
(2.4) that has been given by the standard treatmen

4. Time measurements, momentum and energy

4.1. The possibility of time measurements

The preceding analysis does not consider exp
ments in which the transit time of the neutrino b
tween source and absorber is measured. Experim
have been suggested in which the muon emitted
gether with the neutrino in a pion decay is observe
the neutrino source and the time that the muon is
tected is measured precisely along with the time
the muon or electron is produced by absorbing the n
trino in the detector. The motivation is to use so
kind of energy–time uncertainty to detect interferen
between components having different energies in
neutrino wave function.

However, in any realistic detector the quantum flu
tuations in the position of the detector nucleon
small in comparison with the wave length of the ne
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6.

es

99)

u-
s-
trino oscillation. Thus the coherence and the rela
phase of the components in the neutrino wave fu
tion having the same energy and different momenta
preserved. This relative phase completely determ
the flavor output of the detector, i.e., the relative pr
abilities of producing a muon or an electron. In all re
istic cases where the separation of wave packets m
ing with different velocities is negligible, Eqs. (2.9
and (2.8) show that these probabilities are essent
independent of energy over the relevant energy ra
Thus the relative phases and coherence between
ponents in the neutrino wave function with diffe
ent energies is irrelevant. All energies give the sa
muon/electron ratio whether they add coherently
incoherently. Thus time measurements cannot cha
the muon/electron ratio observed at the detector.

Thus the flavor output from any time of fligh
experiment that uses a neutrino detector that prese
the coherence between states of the same en
and different momentum is already determined at
single energy level. It is unaffected by any interferen
between components of the neutrino wave funct
with different energies.

4.2. The difference between momentum and energy

Confusion tends to arise from thinking that m
mentum and energy should be on the same foot
particularly since relativity implies that they are com
ponents of the same four vector. But this is only tr
for isolated free particles. In any realistic neutrino e
periment the neutrino is observed by a weak inter
tion with a detector. The detector, in its rest frame
fore the arrival of the neutrino, is in an initial sta
[2] described by a density matrix in which energy
diagonal and momentum is not. This is the critic
difference between energy and momentum. Ther
no coherence and no well-defined relative phase
tween components in the detector density matrix w
different energies. But there must be coherence
well-defined relative phases between components
different momenta, as shown rigorously by Eq. (2.
because we know where the detector is in space
where it is not. The form factor (2.2) is seen to
negligibly different from unity as long as the quantu
fluctuations in the position of the detector are smal
comparison with the wave length of the oscillation b
ing measured.
-

5. Conclusions

Coherence between amplitudes produced by n
trinos incident on a detector with different masses
the same energy has been shown to follow from
localization of the detector nucleon within a space
terval much smaller than the wave length of the n
trino oscillation. Decoherence between different m
eigenstates results from the separation of wave p
ets moving with different velocities and is simply d
scribed also in terms of the energy dependence o
flavor output of a detector.

That coherence must exist in neutrinos emit
from π–µ decay follows from the original Lederman
Schwartz–Steinberger experiment which saw o
muons and no electrons. We now know that at le
two different neutrino mass eigenstates are emi
from π–µ decay and that at least one must cou
to electrons. The only explanation for the abse
of electrons at the detector is destructive interfere
from amplitudes produced by different mass eig
states.
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